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Purpose of review
Gout is a true crystal deposition disease, extremely painful and bone and tissue damaging if untreated. It is the only curable form of arthritis. Although we have many treatments to cure gout, it is a disease that is consistently undertreated/mismanaged and perceived by clinicians and the lay public as a ‘laughable condition’ with the patients’ lifestyle often held erroneously to account. This article would give you a good understanding of modern and established pharmacological and nonpharmacological treatments used in the management of acute and chronic gout and how to ‘treat to target’ to cure the disease.

Recent findings
Many of the drugs we use to manage patients with gouty arthritis have been in existence since the 1970s and 1980s. In the past few years, because of the improved physiological understanding of gout, new innovative treatments such as anti-IL inhibitors, a nonxanthine oxidase inhibitor and the uricase enzymes have been developed adding to our armamentarium of drugs.

Summary
With the introduction of new research, we have been able to explore how to also use established treatments more effectively, raising the profile of gout and its best management and introducing the principle of treating the patient to urate target.
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INTRODUCTION
Gout is a true crystal deposition disease [monosodium urate (MSU) crystals] and the commonest inflammatory arthritis in men over the age of 40. It is the only curable form of arthritis. First identified by the Egyptians in 2640 BC, it is recognized as one of the oldest medical conditions. The UK prevalence is 1.4% which does not appear to be rising [1,2].

Improved understanding of the pathophysiology of urate including intracellular events and renal handling in hand with the identification of many genetic components of patients with gout has helped facilitate new therapeutic modalities from bench to bedside. They have also enabled older treatment modalities to be included in contemporary research trials giving more detailed analysis of their use in modern day life with the increased comorbidities experienced by many patients with gout. Epidemiological studies on lifestyle components have similarly added to treatment options for patients giving choice. Importantly, those patients who are unable to take or are unresponsive to traditional treatments can be more adequately treated with alternative drugs and modify lifestyle, reducing treatment-resistant gout and helping minimize flare of gout on introduction of urate-lowering treatments.

Unfortunately, although an ancient disease, gout is consistently poorly managed by primary and secondary care clinicians, perhaps because of initiation of treatment by nonspecialists in the majority of diagnosed cases. With the advent of newer, more expensive treatments raising the profile of gout, there may be a move back towards more specialist care thereby optimizing treatment and enabling cure for more patients.

In order to improve patient care amongst specialists and nonspecialists, guidelines have been developed by the British Society of Rheumatology (BSR) [3] and the European League against Rheumatology (EULAR) [4]. These give pragmatic guidance...
but require updating in light of newer treatment modalities emerging.

This review aims to update the reader of recent evidence-based additions to treatment, adding to previously published British and European guidance.

**MANAGEMENT: LIFESTYLE FACTORS**

Modifications of lifestyle and diet are key components of gout management. Obesity is the commonest comorbid risk factor for gout [1], highlighting the need to address over-weight in every patient’s management plan.

Numerous previous epidemiological studies [5–7] have highlighted links with a variety of food and drinks being either protective (coffee, dairy products, and low BMI) or causative (beer, meat and seafood, and fructose) in patients with gout and are outlined in various review articles.

A recent, randomized, crossover trial [8] explored the effect of dairy products in more detail by studying the effect of drinking milk (cow and soy) on serum urate concentrations. They found intact cows milk (not soy) decreased serum urate by 10% after a 3-h follow-up period. A follow-up controlled trial [9] by the same authors has suggested that skimmed milk enriched with glycomacropeptide or milk fat extract significantly reduces the risk of gout flare. Furthermore, a meta-analysis [10] has confirmed that supplementation with vitamin C significantly reduces serum urate levels. Further study is required, but this may suggest dairy products and vitamin C have a longer term role in the nonpharmacological management of gout patients.

In terms of increasing risk, a study [11] implicated beer consumption (but not wine) associated with elevated serum urate levels, women more so than men. Also, replicating previous observations seen in men, the NHANES study [12] confirmed women also have a higher risk of incident gout associated with consumption of fructose-rich beverages. Avoidance/reduction advice can be confidently included in patient consultation and written educational material.

Although adhering to lifestyle advice alone cannot reduce very high levels of serum urate, modification of lifestyle/diet can have a small urate-lowering effect and carry additional benefits in terms of overall health, particularly with regard to the metabolic syndrome. Additionally, it provides patients with a degree of autonomy over their disease and choice of adopting lifestyle advice to manage their condition in the first instance.

Further treatment can be divided into the acute and chronic management of gout.

**Acute treatment**

The main aim of acute treatment is to provide rapid relief of pain and inflammation and exclude joint sepsis. Without acute treatment, the pain from an attack can last at least a week. Time from treatment to termination of attack is the only guide to efficacy as few placebo-controlled trials exist.

In addition to pharmacological agents, affected joints should be rested and treated with ice, which has a significant anti-inflammatory effect additionally [13].

A systematic review looked at pharmacological treatments for acute gout [14]. Only 26 suitable studies and three abstract papers were identified demonstrating the lack of published evidence in acute management strategies. The review concluded nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and colchicine are the most frequently used effective treatments, but steroid and anti-IL-1 can be used in those who are treatment resistant.

**Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs**

NSAIDs are the most commonly used first-line treatment. Head-to-head studies show few differences between drugs [15]. Full doses of NSAID should be initiated immediately and tapered after resolution of symptoms [3,4].

NSAIDs have numerous adverse effects and should be avoided in gastrointestinal ulcer disease, bleeding or perforation, renal insufficiency, heart failure and those taking oral anticoagulants. Adverse events are increased in the elderly and co-administration of a proton pump inhibitor should be considered. When contemplating NSAIDs, premorbid conditions and drug history should be taken into account on an individual patient basis and any current national guidance adhered to.
Colchicine

Colchicine is an old-fashioned drug with modern pathophysiological effects derived from the autumn crocus. It blocks microtubule assembly in neutrophils reducing phagocytosis and transport of MSU crystals [15]. It also affects neutrophil migration into joints by reducing adhesion molecules on endothelial cells and neutrophils in response to IL-1 or TNF-a [16]. More recently, it has been demonstrated that colchicine also reduces NALP3 inflammasome-driven caspase-1 activation by microtubule inhibition which decreases MSU delivery [15].

A RDBPCT compared colchicine low dose (1.8 mg over 1 h) and high dose (4.8 mg over 6 h) with placebo in 184 patients with acute gout. Low dose was as effective as high dose and both significantly more effective than placebo. The low-dose group had an adverse side-effect profile similar to placebo [17]. This suggests low-dose colchicine can be utilized effectively and safely in acute gout flare. Further dosing regimes are suggested by the BSR and EULAR [3, 4].

Adverse events of colchicine include abdominal cramps, nausea, vomiting and rarely bone marrow suppression, neuropathy and myopathy. Colchicine has the narrowest therapeutic window of any gout therapy. Reduced dosing in elderly or those with renal or hepatic impairment is imperative. Colchicine is metabolized by CYP3A4 and excreted by p-glycoprotein. Toxicity can be caused by drugs interacting with its metabolism and clearance, which include macrolides, cyclosporin and protease inhibitors [18]. Unpublished data from healthy individuals highlight the important interaction between colchicine and clarithromycin, which increases the plasma elimination half-life of colchicine by 233% via p-glycoprotein inhibition [19]. Intravenous colchicine is no longer licensed in the UK and many clinicians advocate an outright ban as it has a 2% mortality rate. No trials have directly compared NSAIDs and colchicine.

Corticosteroids

Corticosteroids act on the cytosolic glucocorticoid receptor to alter gene expression. Steroids also have nongenomic effects mediated by the cytosolic glucocorticoid receptor, membrane-bound glucocorticoid receptor and additional interactions with cellular membrane proteins [20].

In gout, corticosteroid can either be given intrarticularly (preferred route if one or two joints affected), orally, intramuscularly or intravenously. Corticosteroids are a good alternative where NSAID and colchicine cannot be used or in refractory cases.

A Cochrane review demonstrated equal efficacy between corticosteroid and comparator (NSAID), but commented the studies were of poor-to-moderate quality with numerous types of active comparator making comparison difficult. There were no reported side-effects with short-term use of corticosteroid however [21].

Anti IL-1 therapy

Blocking IL-1 is a novel concept in the treatment of acute gout but highly effective. The rationale stems from the discovery that MSU crystals stimulate the inflammasome in gout leading to IL-1b secretion [22]. In current experiments, IL-1 inhibitors prevent IL-1 secretion via this mechanism and also block IL-1 secretion by macrophages via a toll-like receptor-dependent mechanism [23].

The anti-IL-1 drugs anakinra, canakinumab and rilonacept have all been studied in patients with acute gout.

A case report [22] and an open-labelled pilot study [23] have shown subcutaneous injections of anakinra 100 mg daily to be a well tolerated and efficacious treatment of flares. Ten patients featured in the open-label study were unable to take other gout medications because of renal impairment, allergies, gastrointestinal haemorrhage and history of renal stones. Pain decreased by 79% on average after three injections [23]. No side-effects were noted during the trial, and clinical examination showed complete resolution in 9 of 10 patients on day 3.

Phase III studies have been completed using both canakinumab and rilonacept in the management of acute gout flare. In two 12 week trials (β-relieved and β-relieved II), 416 gouty arthritis patients in flare were randomized to either canakinumab 150 mg subcutaneously or triamcinolone acetate 40 mg intramuscularly. Superiority was significantly demonstrated over triamcinolone acetate at 12 weeks. A total of 317 patients then completed a 12-week extension study. Over the full 24-week study period, canakinumab delayed time to new flare with risk reduction of 52% (β-relieved) and 60% (β-relieved II), respectively, compared with triamcinolone acetate [24]. In the same patient population, inflammation markers (CRP and SAA) and joint tenderness and swelling were significantly diminished by 24 h as compared with triamcinolone acetate and response was sustained [25].

In a pooled analysis of one phase II and three phase III RDBPCTs, weekly subcutaneous injection of rilonacept 80 mg (n = 162) or 160 mg (n = 1191) or placebo (n = 533) was given in patients at risk of flare...
on initiation of urate-lowering therapy (ULT). The study period was 16 weeks and assessed the side-effects. The rate of serious infections was low, with site reaction the most common adverse event, mainly in the high-dose rilonacept group [26]. The three phase III study results were then pooled to assess prevention of gout flare on initiation of ULT. Rilonacept 160 and 80 mg resulted in a 69.2 and 62.3% reduction in rate of gout flare, respectively, as compared with placebo [27].

Anti-IL-1 treatments are highly effective in terminating de novo flares in those unresponsive to NSAID and colchicine and also reducing the risk of flare on initiation of ULT; the effect is long lasting over several weeks. However, they are extremely expensive when compared with traditional acute treatment modalities, and therefore their place in management is still to be determined.

Chronic treatment

The main aims of chronic treatment are to

1. prevent recurrent attacks by using ULT and thereby alleviate complications of chronic gouty arthritis;
2. ‘treat to target’ to prevent MSU crystal saturation and dissolve crystals already deposited in joints and soft tissue by reducing serum urate effectively (BSR < 0.3 mmol/l; EULAR < 0.36 mmol/l);
3. assess and modify contributing risk factors [e.g. hypertension, diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidaemia, heart failure, obesity, osteoarthritis, drugs (diuretics and ciclosporin)];
4. provide long-term follow-up and monitoring of gout including serum urate (sUA) checks.

Complications of gout are as follows:

1. tophi and soft tissue damage;
2. erosive bone damage;
3. renal disease:
   a. uric acid calculi;
   b. chronic urate nephropathy;
   c. acute uric acid nephropathy (usually secondary to chemotherapy);
4. disability and work absence;
5. avascular necrosis of the femoral head.

ULTs can be divided into uricostatic agents that decrease sUA production, uricosuric agents that increase renal excretion or uricolytic agents that metabolize sUA.

Uricostatic agents: xanthine oxidase inhibitors

Allopurinol

Since the 1970s, allopurinol has been the mainstay of chronic treatment. It reduces sUA by inhibiting xanthine oxidase preventing xanthine being converted to uric acid. The most commonly used dose is 300 mg daily, with the maximum dose of 900 mg daily. However, it is thought introducing allopurinol at a dose of 100 mg daily and increased by 100 mg titrated against sUA and creatinine clearance may reduce flare on initiation [3,4]. Additionally, commencing at a low dose and slowly incrementing can reduce the risk of allopurinol hypersensitivity reaction [28].

Adverse events of allopurinol include rash (2%), vasculitis, eosinophilia, life-threatening hypersensitivity reaction, hepatitis, decreased renal function and bone-marrow suppression. Allopurinol requires reduced dosing in renal impairment, this being its route of excretion.

Febuxostat

Febuxostat is a new nonpurine selective xanthine oxidase inhibitor. It is a potent hypouricaemic agent primarily metabolized in the liver and therefore no dose reduction in moderate renal function is required.

A Phase 3 trial compared febuxostat 80 and 120 mg with allopurinol 300 mg for 52 weeks with the same sUA target [29]. The largest reduction in sUA was achieved in those receiving febuxostat 120 mg (P < 0.001); however, more patients in this group discontinued treatment (P < 0.003). The primary end-point was reached in 53% of the patients on 80 mg of febuxostat, 62% on 120 mg of febuxostat and only 21% in those receiving allopurinol. However, overall rates of discontinuation were higher in both the groups of patients on febuxostat, most commonly because of deranged liver function tests (LFTs) or acute flares.

Results from a 5-year febuxostat trial [30] provide longer term safety and efficacy results.

At 5 years, 93% of the patients achieved the target of sUA less than 6.0 mg/dl with daily doses between 40 and 120 mg. Twenty-two percent (n = 26) had palpable tophi and the majority resolved. Efficacy in renal impairment was demonstrated with no significant relationship between renal function and urate-lowering efficacy found. The most common adverse event leading to withdrawal from the study was reversible LFT derangement. However, the exclusion criteria of not prescribing in patients consuming over 14 alcoholic drinks a week must be noted. The most
frequently encountered serious adverse event was atrial fibrillation, but this was not attributed to febuxostat.

It is difficult to make a direct comparison on the efficacy of febuxostat in comparison with allopurinol because of the doses used and lack of escalation above 300 mg allopurinol daily. Its place in treatment should be as a second-line agent where allopurinol has failed to reduce sUA or contraindicated.

Uricosuric agents
These drugs enhance the renal clearance of urate. They are utilized much less frequently than xanthine oxidase inhibitors and are largely ineffective in patients with renal insufficiency (except benzbro-maronone) and should not be used in patients with nephrolithiasis.

Benzbromaronone
Benzbromaronone is metabolized by cytochrome P450 and was withdrawn from widespread use because of hepatic toxicity. It can now be used on a named patient basis in much of Europe. It is a highly effective drug at reducing sUA levels and can be used in patients with renal transplant and in combination with xanthine oxidase inhibitors.

The most recent randomized controlled trial assessing benzbro-maronone compared it with probenecid in patients who could not tolerate allopurinol or failed to achieve sUA of less than 0.30 mmol/l on allopurinol [31]. Twenty-four percent of the patients were successfully treated with allopurinol 300 mg/day within 2 months. In those who failed on allopurinol and were assigned to the benzbro-maronone (200 mg once daily) arm, 92% (n = 24) achieved the sUA target compared with 65% (n = 31) in the probenecid 1 g twice a day arm.

Sulphinpyrazone
Sulphinpyrazone inhibits prostaglandin synthesis much like the NSAIDs and therefore its adverse events are similar including gastrointestinal ulceration, acute renal failure, fluid retention and rarely elevation of liver enzymes and blood disorders. Daily divided doses of 200–800 mg are given.

Probencid
Probencid can be effective as an add-in therapy when allopurinol alone is insufficient, but is ineffective in renal impairment. Divided doses of 0.50–2.0 g are used, but it is rarely utilized because of difficulties with supply.

Lesinurad
Lesinurad (RDEA594) is a novel uricosuric agent and has been studied in combination with allopurinol in allopurinol refractory gout patients in a phase II dosing study using 200, 400 or 600 mg lesinurad plus a stable dose of allopurinol. Reduced sUA and increased response rates occurred in a dose-related manner when lesinurad was combined with allopurinol, and the findings were highly statistically significant at all combination doses when compared with allopurinol plus placebo. Lesinurad was also well tolerated [32**]. Further studies are required to explore this drug as mono and combination therapy.

Uricolytics
The human uricase gene underwent two separate mutations that independently resulted in truncation of gene transcription. This decreased uricase function, but may have increased antioxidant activity, increased intelligence and improved the ability of humans to retain salt [33]. The action of uricase converts urate to allantoin, which is 10 times more soluble and thus more readily excreted.

Rasburicase
In 1996, rasburicase was developed by recombinant DNA technique from a genetically modified strain of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The efficacy of rasburicase in prevention and treatment of tumour lysis syndrome (TLS) has been well demonstrated despite its cost [34]. However, allergenicity and development of antibodies compromise its effectiveness, the risk of which increases with repeated use [34]. Rasburicase is given intravenously at a dose of 0.20 mg/kg for 5–7 days to treat TLS. No trials have assessed rasburicase efficacy in gout, but a small study [35] compared monthly and daily regimes.

After 6 monthly infusions, sUA decreased from 612.6–162.4 mmol/l at baseline to 341.2–91.8 mmol/l (P = 0.001). Daily infusions did not produce a significantly sustained reduction, and the incidence of hypersensitivity was higher in the once daily group.

Poly(ethylene) glycol-uricase
PEGylation forms a covalent link between a protein and PEG, and has the advantageous properties of prolonging the drug half-life and decreasing antigenicity [34]. The mean termination half-life of PEG-uricase is 2 weeks compared with 19 h for rasburicase.

PEG-uricase is better tolerated intravenously than by subcutaneous injection, and postinfusion
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uricase activity increases in a linear fashion up to 8 mg [36]. Phase 1 trials demonstrated that intravenous administration is superior to subcutaneous administration in achieving more rapid, significant and prolonged lowering of sUA [36]. PEG-uricase reduces or eliminates uric acid excretion, which is an attractive property potentially benefiting patients with uric acid nephrolithiasis. Phase 2 trials from 2004 to 2005 showed that the most effective dose is 8 mg every 2 weeks, and the detection of antibodies against PEG-uricase does not appear to limit treatment either by increasing drug clearance, neutralizing treatment, or increasing adverse events [37]. If antibodies limit the efficacy of PEG-uricase, then a next generation could be developed with different coupling of uricase to PEG.

Two placebo-controlled, randomized trials in gouty patients who have failed conventional treatment are reported totalling 225 patients. Pooled results demonstrate pegloticase 8 mg each fortnight and monthly, respectively, resulted in reducing sUA less than 0.36 mmol/l in 42 and 35% of patients, respectively. No patients in the placebo arm reached the endpoint [38].

The most common adverse event of PEG-uricase is inducing an acute flare and infusion reactions. Infusion-related events included nausea, vomiting, dizziness, respiratory symptoms, myalgias and rash, but not anaphylaxis [36]. PEG-uricase is another potentially powerful agent for treating refractory gout in those who are unable to tolerate other treatments and could have a role in ‘debulking’ tophi in advanced gout before switching to another agent for maintenance treatment.

CONCLUSION

There have been many innovations in treatment for patients with gout over recent years with additional new drugs currently in development that will help in the management of treatment resistant gout. This has raised the profile of gout as a disease entity and highlighted the current poor management experienced by many patients.

The concept of treat-to-target has been established with clear serum urate cut off, enabling practitioners and their patients to monitor treatment successfully.

Increased research into health-related quality of life for gout sufferers demonstrates a definite need for better care and if provided, clearly shows health improves [39].

However, the main barrier to more successful treatment is altering the image of gout as a purely acute disease that is humorous and educating fellow healthcare professionals and patients to utilize the treatment armamentarium we already have available optimally.
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